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Abstract

To investigate the consistency of base frequency (Fb) labelling
of the F0 contour generation model for expressive and/or au-
thentic emotional speech, aFb labelling experiment was con-
ducted using three trained labellers employing the parallel cor-
pus of emotional speech, Online-gaming voice chat corpus
with emotional labelling (OGVC). Twenty-four utterances from
spontaneous dialog speech and emotion-acted speech in the
OGVC were labelled with theFb, phrase command, and ac-
cent command by the three labellers. A repeated measure anal-
ysis of variance was performed with the factor of the corpus
type, gender, speaker, emotion, and labeller, for theFb value of
each utterance. The results show a significant main effect on
gender, speaker, and emotion and the significant interaction be-
tween speaker and emotion. The results also indicate that the
value ofFb varied when the different emotions were expressed,
even when uttered by the same speaker. Moreover, the precise
inspection for theFb of each utterance suggests that theFb also
varied when the linguistic content of the utterances differed,
even if the same emotion was expressed in those utterances.
Index Terms: base frequency, theF0 contour generation
model, labelling consistency, emotional speech

1. Introduction
The fundamental frequency (F0) contour generation model (the
Fujisaki’s model) [1] is one of the effective methods for analyz-
ing and synthesizing theF0 pattern of speech using relatively
small numbers of parameters that correspond to the linguistic
content. It has often been adopted to analyze prosodic informa-
tion of emotional or intentional speech or to examine the appro-
priateF0 contour pattern for generating expressive synthesized
speech. The Fujisaki’s model enables to analyze complicatedly
fluctuatingF0 patterns with three types of components: phrase,
accent and baseline. The baseline component, i.e., the base fre-
quency (Fb) of utterance, affects the analysis of the phrase and
accent components, while its determination with the observed
F0 contour is quite difficult for labellers.

There have been several studies on speech analysis with the
Fujisaki’s model using read speech material [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10]. In those studies, the obtainedFbs for the read speeches
were comparatively accurate and consistent within labellers be-
cause the read speech was less expressive and theFbs were less
variable for a single speaker. Therefore, theFbs of those read
speech could be fixed based on the speaker’s innateF0 baseline.
By contrast, current spoken language research adopts various
types of speaking styles such as affective speech or spontaneous
dialog speech. Those speeches are quite different from read
speech in its realizations of their prosodies. TheF0 contours

of expressed speech vary for individual speakers, even if they
speak the same linguistic contents. Therefore, it is quite diffi-
cult for labellers to consistently annotateFb for each utterance
because the same value ofFb cannot be used for all utterances
owing to theFb variability.

Previous research has reported on theseFb variability as
one of the components of the Fujisaki’s model. Mixdorffet
al. analyzed both read speech and spontaneous speech from the
same speaker using the Fujisaki’s model [6]. They reported that
the sameFb value was not used for both the read and spon-
taneous speech. TheFb value was fixed based on the corpus
type (either read speech or spontaneous speech) and was not
based on the speaker. Thus, theFbs of the utterances varied,
even for the same speaker. In another research [11], Mixdorff
demonstrated the influence of speaking rate on the command of
the Fujisaki’s model. Using the Bonn Tempo-Corpus, he found
that the value ofFb increased with an increased speaking rate.
However, no research has focused on theFb of emotionally-
expressed spontaneous and acted speech.

In this study, the consistency of theFb was demonstrated
using the utterances from both emotionally expressed sponta-
neous dialog speech and emotion-acted speech. If the value of
Fb varies among utterances of one speaker according to the ex-
pressed emotion, the same value could not be used for utter-
ances expressed with various types of speaking styles, even if
those utterances came from the same speaker. This paper re-
ports the results of an experiment to demonstrate which factors
influenceFb variability by conducting command labelling with
the Fujisaki’s model.

2. Speech material

To analyze various types of speaking styles, the speech mate-
rial was obtained from Japanese speech corpora with different
specifications. The adopted corpora were the online gaming
voice chat corpus with emotional label (OGVC) [12], which
was the parallel corpus of spontaneous dialog speech and acted
speech. OGVC was developed specifically for research on emo-
tion recognition and emotional speech synthesis. It includes two
types of emotional speech material, spontaneous dialog speech
(OGN) and acted speech (OGA) which has the same linguistic
content as spontaneous dialog speech. In this study, we used
both OGN and OGA.

OGN was recorded while two or three speakers were chat-
ting over the Internet when participating in a Massively Mul-
tiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG). The sponta-
neous dialog speech corpora of OGVC includes 9,114 utter-
ances of 13 Japanese speakers (4 females and 9 males). The
utterances of this corpus were defined based on 400 ms inter-
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pausal units (IPUs). Of all the utterances, 6,578 have one of
10 emotion category labels, i.e., joy, acceptance, fear, surprise,
sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation, neutral, and others. Eight
of the 10 emotion category labels were based on Plutchik’s pri-
mary emotions [13]. Each utterance was labelled by three label-
ers so that each utterance has three emotional labels. The 3,845
emotion-labelled utterances for which two of the three labelers
agreed with one emotion label were used for the experiment.

OGA contains 2,656 acted utterances spoken by four pro-
fessional actors (two male and two female). Seventeen short di-
alogues were selected from the transcribed OGN dialogues. The
actors were instructed to perform a specific emotion attached
with each utterance in the short dialog under three different lev-
els of emotional intensity (weak, middle, strong) and a neutral
state. In this study, only the utterances at the middle level of
emotional intensity were used to adjust the number of speech to
the other corpus.

The utterances of OGA and OGN were appropriate for our
study because theFb of each utterance was considered to vary
between speakers and within a speaker owing to their various
types of emotional expression. Sixteen utterances from OGA
(2 emotions (joy and anger)× 2 sentences× 4 speakers (FOY,
FYN, MOY, and MTY)), and eight utterances from OGN (2
emotions (anger and joy)× 4 speakers (01MMK, 02 MEM,
06 FTY, 06 FWA)) were selected for this study (24 utterances
in total).

3. Fb labelling for the F0 contour generation
model

In the Fujisaki’s model, theF0 contour can be expressed by

ln F0(t) = ln Fb +
I∑

i=1

ApiGp(t − T0i)

+

J∑

j=1

Aaj{Ga(t − T1j) − Ga(t − T2j)}, (1)

Gp(t) =

{
α2t exp(−αt), t ≥ 0,
0, t < 0,

(2)

Ga(t) =

{
min[1 − (1 + βt) exp(−βt), γ], t ≥ 0,
0, t < 0,

(3)

whereGp(t) represents the impulse response function of the
phrase control mechanism andGa(t) represents the step re-
sponse function of the accent control mechanism. The symbols
in these equations indicate

Fb : baseline value of fundamental frequency,
I : number of phrase commands,
J : number of accent commands,
Api : magnitude of theith phrase command,
Aaj : amplitude of thejth accent command,
T0i : timing of theith phrase command,
T1j : onset of thejth accent command,
T2j : end of thejth accent command,
α : natural angular frequency of the phrase control mechanism,
β : natural angular frequency of the accent control mechanism, and
γ : relative ceiling level of accent components.

Parametersα, β andγ were assumed to be constant in almost
every case and were set equal to 3.0, 20.0 and 0.9, respectively,
in this study.

To obtain theFb for each utterance, the labelling experi-
ment was conducted. The three trained labellers (L1, L2, and
L3) were instructed to label the base frequency (Fb), phrase
commands, and accent commands for all 24 utterances. They
labelled each command through their own decision and without
any constraint on labelling.

4. Analysis
A repeated-measure five factorial analysis of variance was per-
formed with the factors of corpus type (OGN or OGA), gen-
der (male or female), speaker (01MMK, 02 MEM, 06 FTY,
06 FWA, FOY, FYN, MTY, or MOY), emotion (anger or joy),
and labeller (L1, L2, or L3) for the logarithmicFb values of the
utterances. As a post-hoc test, a Tukey HSD test was performed.

5. Results
Figures 1 – 6 show the meanFbs (circles in Figs. 1 – 6) and
those standard deviations (errorbars in Figs. 1 – 6) of each level
of the factors. The number of asterisks shows the significant
difference between the levels (*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and
*** p < 0.001). A result of ANOVA revealed the signifi-
cant main effects of gender (F (1, 8) = 68.56, p < 0.001),
speaker (F (5, 8) = 4.14, p < 0.05), and emotion (F (1, 8) =
20.64, p < 0.01). There are no significant main effects of cor-
pus type and labellers. The ANOVA also revealed a significant
interaction between speaker and emotion (F (5, 8) = 3.79, p <
0.05).

6. Discussion
There are no significant main effects of labeller (Fig. 3). This
result suggested that the labelledFbs were consistent among the
three labellers. In this labelling experiment, all three labellers
were trained for the command labelling of the Fujisaki’ model.
The labellers would be considered to have a certain amount
of common knowledge on theFb labelling. Therefore, the la-
belling result by all three labellers were rather reliable for this
analysis.

There are significant main effects of gender (F (1, 8) =
68.56, p < 0.001, Fig. 2) and speaker(F (5, 8) = 4.14, p <
0.05, Fig. 5). These results are reasonable because the gender
difference ofF0 between male and female and the speaker dif-
ference ofF0 are well-known facts in acoustic analysis. The
individual speakers have innate characteristics on a range of
fundamental frequencies. Therefore, the base frequency (Fb) is
also different among the individual speakers, and theFb could
be fixed for the utterance of one speaker. Previous research,
such as that reported in [3], used the fixedFb for the utterances
of one speaker based on this fact.

There is no significant main effect of corpus type (Fig. 1).
In this experiment, the authentic emotional speech derived from
OGN and the emotion-acted speech derived from OGA were
used for theFb labelling of the Fujisaki’s model. Thus, the
results suggested that theFb variability could not be affected
whether the utterance was spontaneous or acted.

The results also revealed that there is a significant main ef-
fect of emotion (F (1, 8) = 20.64, p < 0.01, Fig. 4). In this
experiment, anger and joy were adopted for the analysis. Anger
and joy are the opposed emotional states in the valence polarity
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Figure 1:Mean and standard deviation ofFb for each corpus.
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Figure 2:Mean and standard deviation ofFb for each gender.
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Figure 3:Mean and standard deviation ofFb for each labeller.
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Figure 4:Mean and standard deviation ofFb for each emotion.
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Figure 5:Mean and standard deviation ofFb for each speaker.
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Figure 6:Mean and standard deviation ofFb between speaker and
emotion.
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according to Russell [14]. Anger is a more negative emotion,
while joy is a more positive emotion. This result suggested that
theFb of the emotional speech varies based on where its emo-
tion locates in the valence polarity.

Moreover, the result revealed that there is a significant in-
teraction between speaker and emotion (F (5, 8) = 3.79, p <
0.05, Fig. 6). The 06FWA from OGN and MOY from OGA
exhibited the same tendency. TheFb of the joyful speech is sig-
nificantly higher than that of the angry speech (p < 0.01) as
a result of the post-hoc test. This tendency is the same as that
shown in Fig. 4 by the significant main effect of emotion. Inter-
estingly, this result also revealed that there are speakers whose
Fb did not vary between anger and joy. It suggests that theFb

variability for emotion is a speaker specific phenomenon.
For more precise inspection of the labelledFb, Fig. 7 shows

the threeFb values for each utterance annotated by the three la-
bellers. The shapes and colors represent the three labelers, and
the utterance names were lined in they-axis. Each utterance
name consisted of the speaker’s name and the emotion separated
by a hyphen ([speaker name]-[emotion]). For the utterance from
OGA, there are two utterances of the different linguistic con-
tents with the same emotion. To distinguish those utterances,
the numbers are attached to the utterance name after emotion
([speaker name]-[emotion][number]). Figure 7 exhibits the ten-
dencies on theFb variability in one emotion and the labellers’
fluctuations forFb labelling.

In Fig. 7, there are a few utterances whoseFbs differed from
each other, even if those emotional expressions were the same
and the speakers were the same, i.e., FOY-ANG1 and FOY-
ANG2 and MTY-ANG1 and MTY-ANG2. This suggests that
even if one speaker expressed one emotion in the utterances of
the different linguistic contents, theFb of those utterance could
vary and could not be fixed at the same value.

From the ANOVA result, there is no significant main effect
of labeller. However, theFb fluctuations among labellers were
found in some utterances such as 01MMK-JOY, 02 MEM-
JOY, FOY-JOY1, FYN-JOY2, and MTY-JOY1. The differ-
ences between the minimumFb and maximumFb among the
three labellers ranges from 3.31 semitones (FYN-JOY2) to
4.91 semitones (FOY-JOY1) for those utterances, whereas they
range from 0.00 (01MMK-ANG) semitones to 2.79 semitones
(MTY-ANG1) for other utterances. Those huge differences in
Fb values among the labellers might be caused by the different
interpretations of theF0 contours of those utterances.

7. Conclusion
To investigate the consistency of base frequency (Fb) labelling
of the F0 contour generation model,Fb labelling experiments
were conducted by three trained labellers using the parallel cor-
pus of the Online-gaming voice chat corpus with emotional la-
belling (OGVC). A repeated measure variance of analysis was
performed with the factors of corpus type, gender, speaker,
emotion, and labeller for theFb values of each utterance of ex-
pressive and/or authentic emotional speech. The results eluci-
dated that emotional expression in speech strongly affects the
value ofFb. Moreover, the precise inspection of theFb of each
utterance suggested that theFb also varied when the linguistic
content of utterance was different, even if the same emotion was
expressed in those utterances. Our findings suggest that theFb

values cannot be fixed to one value for one speaker.
In future research, theFb determination method should be

demonstrated to estimate the appropriate and accurateFb for
the utterances of the various types of speaking styles such as
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Figure 7:ThreeFb values for each utterance annotated by the
three labellers.

spontaneous dialog speech or emotion-acted speech.
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